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Current HR challenges of HRM in post-pandemic period



Talent and
Personal Brand



Project 
crobolearn

- virtual Exchange
- Dresden 7. – 9. April 

(intercultural/professional/social programme)



Case study 1 presentation
- approximately 15 minutes

- feedback – content/impression/formal structure
- questions related to content (each student 1 Q) 

- 1 thing you liked + 1 recommendation



How to identify that 
i am talented?
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Aspiration – motivation to move to seniors positions, 
willingness to be at key positions

Note: not all skilful, efficient colleagues, but who do not 
have the necessary "move to the goal" to hold key positions 
in the future.

Commitment - to be identified as Talent means to raise 
certain expectations (usually on both sides) and inclusion in 
the development program (as an investment) with expected 
returns.

Ability - both mental abilities (intellect or other specific 
abilities often measured by performance tests, etc.), and 
often hard or soft competencies needed for senior 
positions. This is the cornerstone of success in senior 
positions.https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/jak-spr%C3%A1vn%C4%9B-identifikovat-talenty-

zam%C4%9Bstnance-vysok%C3%BDm-duspiva/?originalSubdomain=cz

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/jak-spr%C3%A1vn%C4%9B-identifikovat-talenty-zam%C4%9Bstnance-vysok%C3%BDm-duspiva/?originalSubdomain=cz
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/jak-spr%C3%A1vn%C4%9B-identifikovat-talenty-zam%C4%9Bstnance-vysok%C3%BDm-duspiva/?originalSubdomain=cz


“ talent corresponds either to the fact 
of being gifted in a particular field, 

or to an ability to develop 
a particular aptitude easily. 
We also speak of potential.”

7Source: https://www.apostrof.international/2022/02/skills-give-rise-to-talents/



Signs of talent:
✘ Capacity to learn and adapt

✘ Strong interpersonal skills

✘ Emotional intelligence

✘ Teamwork skills

✘ Hard skills x soft skills
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Personal brand



VIDEO - TEDTalk
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“A personal brand is a widely-recognized and largely-
uniform perception or impression of an individual 
based on their experience, expertise, competencies, 

actions and/or achievements within 
a community, industry, or the marketplace at large.”

11
Source: ANON, 2021. Definition of a Personal Brand vs. Personal Branding. PersonalBrand.com [online]. Available at: 
https://personalbrand.com/definition/ [Cit: 2021-10-08]



How could the personal brand 
help you profesionaly?



Why personal brand matters?
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52

It is HOW you 
present yourself 

It gives you the 
opportunity to 
highlight your 
STRENGTHS and 
your PASSIONS

Your personal 
brand is WHAT 
MAKES YOU 
MEMORABLE

Helps to ensure 
that people see you 
in the way you want 
them to see YOU

Based on your 
personal brand 
you could be 
considered 
influential



Worksheet to download:

What can help you both in the individual work 
and team work with TED talks - worksheet



Worksheet to download:

What can help you both in the individual work 
and team work with TED talks - worksheet



How to develop your 
personal brand?

ü Figure out who you are:
✗ What motivates you?

✗ What are your strengths and 

weaknesses?

✗ In which roles do you excel?

✗ On which project could you work 

for hours and still feeling inspired?
16



Reflect on yourself:
✘ Skills you have achieved

✘ All your wins

✘ What you love about your job?

✘ What do you want in your (next) job?

✘ How are you going to that point?

17
Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/biancamillercole/2020/09/30/why-personal-branding-is-more-important-than-ever/



Next steps in creating a personal brand
ü What do you want to be known for?

ü Update your CV.

ü Search for and follow experts in your field.

ü Ask for information and recommendation.

ü Prepare an elevator pitch.

ü Do networking.

ü Grow your online presence.
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Types of personal brand
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Written personal brand

üCV

üCover letter

üE-mail

In-person presentation

üAt work

üAt university

üJob interview

üNetworking

Online personal brand

üLinkedIn

üTwitter

üFacebook

üInstagram
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THANK you for 
your attention.

Any questions?


